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Executive Summary/Abstract 
The existing hardware of the micro-ranging system consists of a micro-camera (400x400 pixels), an 

illumination system (~30K pseudo-random laser dots), and a fixturing device holding the camera and 

illuminator source with the required baseline and working distance from the imaging field. The first 

steps of this CVDI project have been: (a) design and develop the calibration procedure for the system, 

(b) test calibration for stability/repeatability, (c) image depth processing of phantoms to generate 3D 

map, and (d) overlaying of topological map with white-light wide-field image of phantoms. The project 

further involves an in-depth analysis of the system in terms of its spatial and temporal accuracy and 

stability, describing its performance limits and generating recommendations for improving the system. 

The optimal display of the 3D map/widefield image overlay need to be explored. This step provides 

numbers for the accuracies throughout the imaging field. In addition, the project involves the 

incorporation of the information from the phantom 3D maps generated by the micro-ranger into the 

angular (r1, r2) space of the Risley prism pair to aim the laser and correct for the parallax caused by to 

the baseline of the system. The outcome of this sub-project will be the incorporation of the laser aiming 

system with the micro-ranging system resulting in an Image Guided Laser Aiming and Delivery System 

with Parallax Error Correction. 

Goals and Objectives 
 Test an independent micro-ranging remote image guided endoscopic system for surgeries in head 

and neck. 

 Generate a 3D profile of the surgical field and allow the laser steering algorithm of the device to 

correct the laser path accordingly, adjusting for variations in the depth of field. 

 Estimate system parameters, camera calibration, noise, artifacts, etc. and run experiments on small-

scale samples. 

Differences from Current State of Art 
 Micro-ranging sub-system based on the current state of the art image sensor and a structured light 

source – for remote image-guided surgeries. 

 Calculation of a 3D depth map of the surgical field using point-spread function and blind convolution. 
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Methods and Datasets 
The hardware used in this project was provided by ColdSteel Laser and its development and details is 

proprietary to ColdSteel Laser. Given the strict dimensional constraints of the given device, we were 

limited to using micro components. The cameras used are 3 mm in diameter and have resolution of 

400x400 pixels square. The camera has its coordinate system, with the origin at the center of the pinhole 

model. and structured illumination is formed by a diffractive optical element and a GRIN lens pigtailed 

single mode fiber [1, 2, 3]. In front of the optic fiber a mask passes a known pseudo-random pattern on 

it so that laser rays can pass. We can also establish a coordinate system associated with the projector, 

with the origin at the center of the projection. If the mask is regarded as the sensor in a camera, we can 

also define an image plane coordinate system similar to the coordinate system in a camera. See Figure 

1. If the intrinsic parameters of the camera and projector, as well as the extrinsic parameters between 

the camera and the projector (i.e., the transformation between the two coordinate systems), are 

obtained, we'll be able to do the 3D reconstruction. This is done by joint calibration. 

 

 
Figure 1. 

Joint calibration of camera and laser 

The joint calibration images are obtained by projecting the laser on the camera calibration plane with 

chessboard pattern printed. It is required to capture the projector pattern and camera calibration 

pattern on the same plane. See figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Figure 2: Calibration images 

Figure 1: Laser- camera micro ranging system that was used by the project 
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The calibration of camera is done by the standard chessboard pattern method. With regards to camera 

calibration, we compensate distortion introduced by camera, and align camera with projector using 

pinhole model. See figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. 

The equation of the calibration plane can be obtained from the rotation and translation obtained in the 

camera calibration step. We manually select few laser dots from each image to give us the 2D location of 

each dot on the image plane. Using the camera calibration matrix, we can obtain the 3D ray 

corresponding to that laser dot. With the correspondance between camera and laser dots, joint stereo 

calibration is performed to get extrinsics of the projector-camera coordinate system. The detailed steps 

of the camera-laser joint calibration are the following: 

1. Calibrate the camera using standard checkerboard-based calibration method. This will give us 

the 3D location of the camera and the calibration planes as depicted in the following figure: 

Figure 4: Camera Calibration 

Figure 3: Pinhole camera model 
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2. We can calculate the 3D coordinates of image points using the camera ray and calibration plane 

equations. The color arrows are camera rays the red dots are the checkerboard corners: 

3. Similarly, we can obtain the 3D coordinates of the laser dots on the calibration plane. These are 

the intersection of the laser dots on the calibration plane and the corresponding camera ray. The 

blue circles in the following image denote locations of the optical axis of the laser intersecting 

with the calibration planes and red circles denote few other laser rays interesting with the 

calibration planes. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Camera ray-plane intersection 

Figure 6: Laser ray-plane intersection 
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4. Finding the 3D location of the laser or extrinsic parameter of the laser is equivalent to finding 

the optical center of the laser. We can analytically calculate the optical center by fitting lines 

along the laser- calibration plane intersection points: 

 

5. The visualization of the calibrated laser and camera setup is shown in the following figure: 

The 

gray line shows the optical axis of the laser, green lines are the laser rays. The plot assumes the 

Figure 7(a): Camera-Laser system with obtained calibration 
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camera location is at (0,0,0) and the laser location is (-10.33, 0.60, 5.15). Since all the lines don’t 

coincide at a single point due to estimation and reprojection errors we consider the closest point 

on the optical axis from all the lines. The average reprojection error of the current calibration 

parameters are 0.037mm and 2.18 pixels. Additional visualizations are shown in the the 

following figure: 

 

 

Laser Dot Detection 

To do automatic dot detection, bilateral filtering is applied to remove noise and artifacts. Then adaptive 

thresholding with various different levels is used to pick up the dots from the dark background. After 

thresholding, active contours is used to take turn the thresholded image into polygons in the image. The 

center of these polygons are considered as the detected points. See Figure 4.  

Figure 4 

 

The detected points are matched with the reference dot pattern to obtain the 3D structure, using the joint 

calibration parameters obtained in the previous steps. For point spread function estimation we estimated 

point spread function using camera intrinsic blur kernel estimation [4], and de-blurred using blind and non-

blind deconvolution. See Figure 8. 

Figure 7(b): Camera-Laser system with obtained calibration +Y axis view; 7(c) +X axis view 

Figure 8: Dot-detection result 
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With respect to dot matching, we matched detected dots regions to reference. This is done with a 

template matching method that uses shape context descriptors. See Figure 10 where the images on the 

left are the reference pattern and the images on the right are the dots detected by the camera. The large 

white spot is due to the high reflections from the laser. 

 

Figure 9: PSF correction of the blurred images 

Figure 10: Dot Matching 
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With the matched dots, we are able to produce a rough 3D reconstruction of an object that we have 

under the system. This, however, is still rather early, as the object under the system was a flat plane 

rather than the curved one seen in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 7. 

Results 
In this project we built a prototype of the micro-ranging system and experimented with it. We generated 

a 3D map of the surgical environment using a diffractive optical element (DOE) and a fiber coupled, GRIN 

lens terminated, and diode laser. We corrected the parallax errors caused by variations in the distance 

between the device and the 3D topography of the tissue in the surgical field to less than 300 μm. We 

further developed an image enhancement algorithm to overcome low-resolution, noise, scattering and 

specular reflection. We achieve some preliminary results for 3D reconstruction using the system. 

Functionality of Innovation(s) 
In this project we developed the software for micro-ranging system for remote image-guided 

endoscopic laser surgery. This system has great potential for laser surgery in the head and neck.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this project we proposed and developed and experimented with an initial miniature hardware for 

micro-ranging system. There are major challenges due to the size of the system. Further studies are 

conducted now as CVDI year 9 project. 

Impact and Uses/Benefits 
 Micro-ranging system with an accuracy of 300 μm or less with application in laser operation, circuit 

manufacturing, etc. 

 The potential of the micro-ranger to provide the surgeon, operating on a larynx, with an enhanced 

representation of the field through the use of 3D graphic overlays. 

 

Figure 11: 3D reconstruction of the image plane 
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